GA Alliance Consultation Response - Class F Airspace
The GA Alliance Constituency
The GA Alliance (GAA) is a group of organisations representing, as far as possible, UK General
Aviation (GA), and Sports and Recreational Aviation interests (S&RA). The Alliance coordinates about
72,000 subscription-paying members of bodies representing these interests. It is estimated that in
total more than 100,000 people are involved in GA. This covers ballooning, parachuting, hang gliding,
gliding, sport and recreational flying in light and microlight aircraft and helicopters. Its objective is to
co-operate and consult with government departments and other relevant organisations to support
and progress these interests.

General
The blanket proposal to change UK Class F to Class E+ involves very large volumes of airspace. If the
proposal were to be implemented as written it would, at a stroke, create some four thousand cubic
nautical miles of new airspace and go down in history as the UK’s single largest creation of
controlled airspace ever imposed.
We do however understand that the consultation has been designed in a simplistic “all Class F
becomes Class E+” manner for a reason, and that there is a widespread expectation that many of the
routes will be returned to Class G in accordance with CAA stated policy (see important points of
principle in Appendix 2 below).
After productive discussions with NATS we are left with a minor dilemma - to respond to the
consultation as written - or to comment on alternative scenarios as have come to light in our
discussions with NATS? We have concluded that it is most useful to do both; the former in order to
comply with formal ACP procedures and the latter in order to show areas where more advanced
agreement between parties may exist (or the opposite).
The text below attempts to cover both aspects.

GA Activities and Implications of Class E+ for GA
Almost all of the current Class F land areas are mountainous in character and generate considerable
quantities of orographic and other cloud - rapidly, unpredictably and at all levels. Mountain wave
vertical velocities are known to reach 2,000 ft. per minute and in such conditions it can be
imperative for power as well as soaring pilots to fly in rising rather than sinking air. This in turn
requires lateral positioning close to the upwind edge of lenticular clouds, and above rather than
below them to avoid serious rotor turbulence.
The proposed change from class F to Class E creates particular problems for many users. In a post
SERA world we expect many GA pilots to have the requisite qualifications to fly in IMC; even if few
wish to fly in cloud many will wish (or need) to fly laterally within 1500m of cloud to avoid serious
downdrafts. Such needs can occur with little warning and yet in Class E the law requires ATC

permission to be granted in this situation (technically IMC so IFR applies)
(http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/64/200890108ATSAirspaceClassificationV3.pdf ).
In effect this changes the intended nature of the new airspace from one most resembling the
original Class F to one which for us has the same restrictions as Class D. There are also well known
problems with equipage of transponders or radios in large numbers of GA aircraft which effectively
prohibit their access to Class E+ airspace (details in appendix 3 below).
A nightmare scenario for us would therefore be the creation of Class E+ airspace (in effect Class D)
where CAT does not routinely have to fly – the added legal requirement of avoiding cloud by
specified distances, or being obliged to call for no-notice IFR clearance, would seriously reduce our
flight safety and correspondingly improve no-one else’s. Even in windless conditions the terrain
requires power pilots to fly prudently well above the 4,000ft granite and often above the cloud that
envelops it. Engine failure (from icing or other factors) would otherwise leave little opportunity to
reach survivable ground. When flying north of the Scottish TMA these factors are likely to dominate
over airspace risk (collision) in any competent GA pilot’s assessment.
The same conditions of mountain wave which can create problems are also the source of hugely
important energy for gliding, hang gliding and paragliding. Scotland is today recognised as the prime
European location for wave soaring and holds many records for speed and distance as a result. Any
airspace which required permission to enter would simply destroy these possibilities.
Gliders (who will inevitably concentrate themselves in areas of best rising air, often marked by the
same cloud feature) would also be forced to leave their mutual information sharing radio frequency
to call ATC, thereby diminishing their situational awareness and increasing the risk of glider-on-glider
collision. Additionally, a need to fly in what is technically IMC (e.g. within 1500m of a lenticular
cloud) would lead to requests for IFR clearances, reducing the capacity of the airspace and requiring
IFR – IFR separation minima, and significantly increasing controller and pilot work load. Multiple
wave soaring aircraft (even when known to each other and even in sight of each other) would create
an almost impossible situation for controllers and pilots alike. A more detailed illustration of actual
data from gliding activity is given in Appendix 1 below.
Conclusion - it is of the utmost importance that class E+ airspace is only applied to areas and
heights where significant densities of CAT traffic must exist.

CAT Traffic Density
The additional consultation information provided by NATS showing traffic using Class F during the
week 1st to 7th June 2012 is extremely helpful and has been well presented in a number of useful
numbered slides which are variously referenced below.
http://www.caa.co.uk/docs/2582/20130524ClassFReplacementConsultationDocumentAddendumCl
assFRoutesTrajectoryDensities.pdf

Class F Routes in England
We note CAA’s stated intent to withdraw W2D before the Class F changes are implemented, and
agree that there is no justification to change it to anything other than Class G. The traffic density

data provided confirms that usage of N160D is extremely low and we propose that it should revert
to Class G. In the case of W911D we understand that NATS propose Class E+ only in the section
between the Isle of Man and the Irish boundary, and have no objection to that proposal so long as
the level at which Class E+ applies is set at the highest possible level.

Class F Routes South and Southwest of Scottish TMA
The data (slides 12-26 incl.) confirms that there is no case for classification other than Class G in
advisory routes south of the Scottish TMA (N552D, N553D, W958D (SE of BRUCE), W928D and
N562D). In terms of the formal consultation as published we simply oppose the creation of
controlled airspace (Class E+) in these almost unused routes.

Class F Routes North of Scottish TMA
The data (slides 3-11) also provides invaluable insight into traffic levels using routes north of the
Scottish TMA.
A number of points are noteworthy. The differences between slide 3 (all levels) and slide 4 (below
FL195) illustrate the significant proportion of total traffic that is above FL195 and therefore
represents traffic which is not in today’s Class F or relevant to this consultation. Below FL 195 we can
look at individual routes, and although detailed numbers are not quoted for these levels we are able
to categorise under two headings:A - Very Low Usage (Clear Candidates for class G) – N580D and W958D west of Tiree, A1D, N560D
north of INS, P600D east of ABD (traffic exists but is above FL195). In terms of the formal
consultation we object to the creation of controlled airspace on these routes. We also understand
that NATS propose and are in agreement that these routes should be made Class G.
B – Low (but relatively higher than above) Usage (Candidates for Class E+) - N580D and W958D east
of Tiree, W6D, N560D GOW-INS, W4D, W5D. In terms of the formal consultation (which proposes
the blanket creation of controlled airspace in the existing Class F height bands, typically FL60 or
lower – FL195) we object to the proposal as written which would create controlled airspace at levels
where no CAT flies. However, subject to the application of appropriate levels that relate to actual
levels required to be flown by significant numbers of CAT (i.e. not just theoretical SIDs) and an
agreed way forward to accommodate soaring activities at Cairngorm Gliding Club (Feshiebridge) we
are prepared to support Class E+ in these areas. If for some reason either of these two conditions
were to be unfulfilled we would feel compelled to object to the proposal.

Required Height Profile on N560 GOW-INS
Before supporting a profile for CAS (if any) on N560D we need to understand how it would be used.
That in turn requires an understanding of the general flow of CAT north of the central belt in a
situation which is likely to be itself changed by the influences of other changes. This is neither easy

nor simple, but given the consultative deadline we have endeavoured to give our best view prior to
having clarity on all relevant data.
We understand from NATS that they propose that both the whole of A1D, and N560D north of
Inverness should revert to Class G; we are happy to support that view. These changes are likely to
influence exactly how future commercial flights connecting the Central Belt with CAT from Northern
Isles, Western Isles, and transatlantic traffic are routed.


Northern Isles – For efficiency it would seem obvious that flights from the Northern Isles to
Glasgow or Edinburgh would initially route via the retained W4D or W5D to Aberdeen and
then follow existing CAS in P600 to the Scottish TMA. We have heard some concerns about
buffer requirements between the various parts of D809 and W4D and W5D. We would
simply encourage appropriate stakeholders to work together to make these routes function.



Western Isles – in the absence of A1D it would seem obvious that flights from the Western
Isles should connect to the Scottish TMA via retained stubs of N580D and W958D adjacent
to Tiree.



Transatlantic – we would propose that these connect in the same manner as suggested for
Western isles above.

If the above three strategies are followed we find that there is almost no Scottish TMA bound traffic
on N560D – it is overwhelmingly a route connecting Inverness with destinations far to the south.
(We also note that even these routes are in decline - already announced changes to the INV – LON
routes from three rotations a day for Flybe and two per day for Easyjet will become just 3 rotations
per day for Easyjet only – a more than 10% reduction.) In the absence of a significant density of
Inverness to Central Belt traffic there is no reason to create low level CAS at the southern end of
N560D.
The traffic density data provided also confirms (slides 9, 10 and 11) that there is no justification for
CAS below FL100 at the southern end of N560D.
There has not been an opportunity to fully explore the above logic with other stakeholders. It is thus
possible that there are flaws in the logic that we have not understood – if so we would welcome the
opportunity to explore, understand and if appropriate to challenge any obstacles. In the meantime
we feel obliged to object to any proposal for CAS below FL100 between FOYLE and the vicinity of
GUSSI.
An appropriate profile for a Class E+ in N560D would therefore be:INS – GUSSI FL95 – 195 as we believe is being proposed by NATS
GUSSI – Dalwhinnie FL105 -195
Dalwhinnie – Lochearnhead FL150 – 195
Lochearnhead – FOYLE FL100 – 195
The above figures are supported both by the supplied traffic density slides and our own observations
of actual CAT flight tracking data.

Height Profiles on Other Class E+ Routes
Where other routes are granted E+ status we ask that every effort is made to maximise the level at
which E+ begins. In particular the overland sections of W6D, W4D and N580D are actively used by

GA powered and soaring pilots and the same arguments as expressed for N560D above apply in
equal measure.

Facilitation of Soaring at Cairngorm Gliding Club (Feshiebridge)
The gliding club is situated a mere 3.3nm from the edge of the proposed controlled airspace.
Ideally N560D would route 5nm further west than its current route, however we understand that
the current consultation does not address its lateral location. We have had useful discussions with
NATS on mitigating the impact by creating an arrangement where the eastern half of N560D could
be made available for gliding on requested days (an analogous arrangement, vital to Deeside Gliding
Club, has been in place adjacent to P600 at Aboyne for many years). At the time of writing
discussions are incomplete (we have asked SARG to assist with alleviating any buffer policy
constraints). More detailed information setting out the gliding safety logic is given in Appendix 1
below.

Overall
In responding to a complex and unusual (motivated by ICAO audit rather than operational safety
concerns) ACP we have tried to explain our particular GA needs while also giving context and openly
setting out our thought processes. We have also tried to reflect those areas where we believe that
our views are aligned with those of NATS in the hope that this will facilitate a better outcome for all
users. We trust that our position on the formal consultation is clear. We would also welcome further
discussion with any party where assumptions differ or the iterative process going forward shifts the
focus of decision making.

John Williams
British Gliding Association on behalf of The GA Alliance

Appendix 1 – Details on Glider Wave Flying in Critical Areas

The following map illustrates glider tracks on a single day from a single gliding club (Portmoak) when
conditions were good for wave soaring. Noteworthy are multiple crossings of existing Class F and the
concentration of gliders along similar energy lines.

Loch Tay Congestion
Over a 2 mile wide (North to South) section, gliders operating on the Loch Tay wave bar are
channelled by the wave conditions into a narrow lateral operating band above and in front of the
wave bar lenticular cloud. The importance of situational awareness and the contribution that
monitoring 130.1MHz makes to this cannot be understated. Forcing a change to an ATC frequency in
this area will increase the risk of glider on glider collision in the Class G just outside of the proposed
Class E. Once inside Class E+ the controller may also experience a “Duty of Care” and feel the need
to try to separate gliders from each other; this is a task more efficiently achieved by pilots who are
talking to each other on their own frequency and concentrating on situational awareness and
lookout without the distraction of adjusting multiple digits on a radio. Should gliders consider that
they may be close to the relevant VMC minima they will request a formal clearance; the controller
will then be obliged to sepate gliders from each other and from other IFR traffic. It is hard to imagine
a less efficacious situation. Again this supports a requirement for Class E to have the maximum
possible base.
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The barograph traces below show altitude of gliders vs time of day on the same good wave day:-

This clearly illustrates that mean cross country operating heights are in the band 6000’-12000’. In
few occasions, 5 or 6 times, gliders have climbed higher for short periods of time. Therefore, if in the
area between N56°:10’ and N57°:10’ the Class E had bases of FL150 or above the collision risk for all
aircraft would be minimised.

Cairngorm Gliding Club (Feshiebridge)
The edge of a 10 nm Class E corridor would pass 3.3nm from Feshiebridge airfield.

CGC Feshiebridge
Airfield

The proximity of controlled airspace to Cairngorm Gliding Club is a very real concern. The club
operates principally at weekends and during two important two-week periods (during May and
October). When weather conditions permit we would ask for the ability to operate (up to FL195) in
an area west of Feshiebridge up to the centreline of the current advisory route. There is precedent
for such an arrangement where Deeside Gliding Club at Aboyne may request the use of a wave box;
when it is activated controllers route P600 traffic east of that airway's centreline. For N560D we
would suggest that the northern and southern limits would be GUSSI and abeam Dalwhinnie (c.
35nm S of INS).
This arrangement would remove the need for multiple radio calls from clusters of gliders climbing
locally to the club and in close proximity to each other (as described above it is most undesirable for
a glider to leave a mutual information-sharing frequency in this situation). Such an arrangement
would of course be activated responsibly (only during genuine need) and we understand that the
Aboyne arrangement has been demonstrated to work well in this way.

Appendix 2 – Points of Principle for Airspace Classification
Fundamental to this consultation should be the following statement from the CAA’s “CLASS G
AIRSPACE FOR THE 21ST CENTURY” paper, paragraph 3.3.2,
“It is only by the use of Class G airspace, and the application of other airspace classifications set out
in the ICAO Airspace Classifications Policy Statement15, that the CAA, on behalf of the UK, can
ensure that the requirements of owners and operators of all classes of aircraft are met. It is this
principle that the least restrictive classification of airspace (Class G) should be the norm, with more
restrictive classifications only being established where necessary, that is one of the key means by
which the CAA meets its statutory obligations for the safe efficient use of airspace permitting the
expeditious flow of all air traffic, whilst ensuring that all airspace users have reasonable and safe
access to the national asset that is airspace.”
Paragraph 1.1.3 of the Class F consultation states, “The CAA proposes to regularise all Class F ADRs
as Class E airways notified as Transponder Mandatory airspace ….. Exceptionally, and where justified
in consultation responses, the CAA will consider either the disestablishment of certain ADRs ….”
We question this use of “Exceptionally”, indeed we maintain that considerable portions of the
existing ADR route structure are not needed and should be Class G, in keeping with the CAA’s own
statement above on Class G being the norm.
Subject to it being implemented only where significant CAT densities must exist, Class E+ is
acknowledged to be an appropriate solution for what is currently Class F. All the remaining Class F
should be Class G.

Appendix 3 - Equipage Issues
As has been acknowledged by the CAA on many occasions there are a considerable number of UK
based aircraft for which there is no suitable transponder in terms of:
 the physical ability to fit any of the currently available models, and/or
 the available battery life through having no other suitable power source, and/or
 the cost of the equipment and its fitting relative to the value of the aircraft,
There are a considerable number of UK based aircraft for which the only practical radio is a hand
held unit. This is because of:
 the physical ability to fit any of the currently available models, and/or
 the available battery life through having no other suitable power source, and/or
 the cost of the equipment and its fitting relative to the value of the aircraft,
Hand held radios have a number of issues that will or could render them inappropriate for use to
access the Class E+ airspace as described:
 They have a much more limited transmit range and will be of no use in some of the current
ADR structure
 Are not designed for use wearing the types of gloves essential in some aircraft, so frequency
changing is very difficult and if possible can be detrimental to aircraft handling, so
compromising safety
 Are not rugged enough for use in aircraft where the pilot is very open to the elements, and
so are stowed in safe locations where frequency changing isn’t possible
Therefore Class E+ airspace will be effectively closed to all unpowered hang gliders and paragliders
as soaring aircraft cannot predict their track with sufficient accuracy to be able to establish
procedural access.
Through a possible pre-flight arrangement of some sort, other non-transponder aircraft with little or
no radio capability may possibly be able to gain access. However in practice we believe that the
airspace will effectively be closed to them as well.

